
 

January 21, 2022 

 
 
Mr. Woody Pascal 
Deputy Commissioner for Rent Administration 
Gertz Plaza 
92-31 Union Hall Street, 6th Floor 
Jamaica, New York 11433 
 
Re: Update Number 1 to Operational Bulletin 2021-1 
 
Dear Mr. Pascal: 
 
In order to make sense of the costs of the MCI-eligible items enumerated in the update to the January 2021 
operational bulletin, I created a column for the corresponding prices as of January 2021, and calculated the 
percentage of change, either increase or decrease, that went into effect on January 1, 2022. Please see the 
attached. 
 
The updated operational bulletin contained items that did not appear in 2021: in many instances an item, 
such as apartment entry, boiler, or windows had been broken into subcategories depending on their 
material; in other cases, entire categories of work were included in the update that had not been included 
in 2021, such as walkways, ramps and stairs, and miscellaneous items, such as compactor, mailboxes and 
sprinkler systems. I mention this because there is no means of comparison and no way to know whether 
these costs, on their face, are reasonable. 
 
While a percentage increase or decrease of 10% might be seen as reasonable, some of the percentages are 
truly astonishing. For example, a site safety manager, which should not be included in the RCS because it is 
not depreciable per the IRS, increased by 154.593%; hot water heater by 122.5589%; new gas piping by 
226.68%; pipe insulation by 112.59%; new wiring by 154.713%; cameras by 122%; and receivers by 
137.49%. Are tenants truly supposed to accept these outrageous increases on costs that were already 
questionable without any supporting data or indication of how such increases are warranted? But even the 
more “moderate” percentage increase hovering around 30, 40, 50 or 80 percent call into question the 
methodology by which the DHCR came to these costs. Moreover, despite instances where the newer costs 
are less than the January 2021 costs, how is it that there is such a differential? It points to the 2021 costs 
being inflated to begin with. 
 
However, there are other problems. Despite testimony with respect to the inappropriateness of many 
items to be classed as MCIs, they still remain listed. For example: 
 

• Pressure Washing; Sidewalk Shed; Swing Stage Scaffolding; Site Safety: Planning & Filing; Site Safety 

Manager/QSP. These items are not IRS depreciable. 

… /… 



• New/Restoration of Apartment meters, risers, circuit breaker panels, duplex kitchen outlet; 

Dedicated A/C outlet; Bathroom GFI outlets; Apartment doors (not including door closing 

hardware) should be IAIs because they do not relate to an entire building. 

• Waterproofing and caulking are repair and maintenance items, not MCIs. 

• According to DHCR Fact Sheet # 44, charging for A/C Brackets is “unlawful” and “prohibited”. 

Therefore, the same should apply to including them as part of a temporary MCI rent increase. 

• DHCR Fact Sheet # 25 states, the maximum a NYC resident may be charged for window child guards 

is a “temporary surcharge” of $10, and “this Charge does not become a part of the base rent for the 

apartment.”   

 

Based on the above, it is my opinion that the Update Number 1 to Operational Bulletin 2021-1 is deeply 

flawed and needs to be revised. 

 
 

Very truly yours, 

 

Susan Steinberg 
President 




















